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NEW QUESTION: 1
Click the exhibit.
A VPN IPsec is connecting the headquarters office (HQ) with a
branch office (BO) and OSPF is used to redistribute routes
between the offices. After deployment, a server with IP address
10.10.10.35 located on the DMZ network of the BO FortiGate, was
reported unreachable from hosts located on the LAN network of
the same FortiGate.
Referring to the exhibit, which statement is true?
A. The incoming access list should have an accept action
instead deny action to solve the problem.
B. A directly connected subnet is being partially superseded by
an OSPF redistributed subnet.
C. The ICMP packets are Being blocked by an implicit deny
policy.
D. Enabling NAT on the VPN firewall policy will solve the
problem.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2

Which of the following situations allows for the most
objectivity on the part of an internal auditor?
A. Assessing testing procedures in a new computer system.
B. Comparing current environmental activities against
legislation.
C. Performing a risk assessment of a new financial instrument.
D. Drawing conclusions from a sample of financial transactions.
Answer: B
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Answer: A
Explanation:
Instead, use a LargePersonGroup. LargePersonGroup and
LargeFaceList are collectively referred to as large-scale
operations. LargePersonGroup can contain up to 1 million
persons, each with a maximum of 248 faces. LargeFaceList can
contain up to 1 million faces. The large-scale operations are
similar to the conventional PersonGroup and FaceList but have
some differences because of the new architecture.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/face/

face-api-how-to-topics/how-to-use-large-scale

NEW QUESTION: 4
A user is planning to use AWS Cloudformation. Which of the
below mentioned functionalities does not help him to correctly
understand Cloudfromation?
A. Cloudformation follows the DevOps model for the creation of
Dev &amp; Test
B. AWS Cloudfromation does not charge the user for its service
but only charges for the AWS resources created with it
C. Cloudformation works with a wide variety of AWS services,
such as EC2, EBS, VPC, IAM, S3, RDS, ELB, etc.
D. CloudFormation provides a set of application bootstrapping
scripts which enables the user to install Software
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
AWS Cloudformation is an application management tool which
provides application modelling, deployment, configuration,
management and related activities. It supports a wide variety
of AWS services, such as EC2, EBS, AS, ELB, RDS, VPC, etc. It
also provides application bootstrapping scripts which enable
the user to install software packages or create folders. It is
free of the cost and only charges the user for the services
created with it. The only challenge is that it does not follow
any model, such as DevOps; instead customers can define
templates and use them to provision and manage the AWS
resources in an orderly way.
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